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 Garçon Wines Makes International Debut in the Netherlands:  
Eco, Flat Wine Bottles Launch with Prestigious Department Store, De Bijenkorf 

 
Multi award-winning, London-based inventors of innovative, eco, flat wine bottles, Garçon Wines, are 
set to make their international debut in the Netherlands this month with the country’s most renowned 
chain of high-end premium department stores, De Bijenkorf.  
 
Made using 100% post-consumer recycled PET, Garçon Wines’ full-sized, flat wine bottles are taking 
the wine industry by storm by reshaping the way we purchase, receive and consume wine. Recognised 
as a more sustainable and cost-effective solution, they have caused a stir internationally since their 
launch in 2018. Taking their slimline and functional design to the Netherlands, the bottles conform to 
traditional wine bottle shapes but are 87% lighter and 40% more spatially efficient, save significant 
carbon dioxide emissions during transit, and are fully and easily recyclable once empty - making them 
the greenest wine bottle on the planet.  
 
De Bijenkorf is committed to offering their customers a unique, exciting and premium shopping 
experience whilst remaining at the leading edge of retail, and will introduce both the 2017 Flaca 
Chilean Merlot and a 2018 Chilean Sauvignon Blanc from the Garçon Wines range, to their online store 
from mid-June 2019. The Garçon Wines bottle makes for a beautiful addition to the dining table and 
an engaging talking point for dinner guests but also works perfectly as a unique gift for family and 
friends. With growing e-commerce presence totalling nearly 200 million euros and an online store that 
is their second biggest in the chain, De Bijenkorf’s focus on finding new and ground-breaking products 
for their customers from brands who are forward-thinking in their respective industries is clear by the 
addition of Garçon Wines to their online portfolio, with hopes for an in-store launch to follow.  
 
Santiago Navarro, CEO & Co-Founder of Garçon Wines commented: “International expansion forms 
a fundamentally important part of our business plans, and whilst we have advanced commercial 
discussions stretching across the world of wine from the Americas to Australia, we are highly 
motivated to finally be selling our wines outside the UK. The Netherlands have shown significant 
interest in our innovation and De Bijenkorf is a leader amongst retailers in showcasing innovative 
products, so we feel this is a most fitting springboard from where to launch our international 
expansion. We are excited to see what a global future holds for us and thank everyone who is showing 
interest internationally.” 
 
Garçon Wines’ quality wines in their ground-breaking, environmentally-friendly slimline bottle will be 
available at De Bijenkorf’s online store www.debijenkorf.nl from mid-June 2019.  
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Notes to Editor – Garçon Wines are the London-based inventors of eco, flat wine bottles; sustainable packaging 

for a 21st century world. Globally recognised as a game-changer in wine thanks to prestigious business 
customers, national & international awards and significant press coverage in business & consumer media, their 
innovative, lightweight, spatially efficient wine bottle and associated compact postal packs and transit cases 
offers an unbeatable opportunity to slash carbon emissions and business costs from the supply chain of wine, 
creating a healthier planet, wealthier industry and happier consumers – a strong example of true sustainability. 
Manufactured in the UK using 100% post-consumer recycled PET plastic and easily & fully recyclable after, the 
bottles conform to traditional wine bottle shapes but are 40% more spatially efficient and 87% lighter than 
round, glass bottles of the same volume. These savings offer unparalleled advantages for consumers in the home 
and businesses where space and/or weight is at a premium such as e-commerce, events and travel industries. 
The business commercialises these unique bottles operating multinationally as a packaging provider and wine 
wholesaler. www.garconwines.com  
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